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It Was All Greek To Us!
(Story on begins on page 10)

Editor’s comment:
It is with some sadness that I
2
pass the torch of producing
CCN to Kristen & Dom Cioffi
3
who will carry on the tradition of
publishing our newsletter. I want
4
to thank Don Poremski & Robin
Bova who previously produced
CCN during my tenure over the
7
last 10 years with the club. It is
the participation of the membership that makes this fun and
8
having the early perspective of
all the activities and exciting
things that we do. Please sup10
port Kristen & Dom with great
15-16 ride tales and other activities of
BMWMOC. Now, with all of this
“free” time I can get a part-time
17+ job to finance more BMW riding
adventures and submit them to
be published in CCN!
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President’s Message
Grub zu jeder!

It’s hard to believe that the riding season is coming to close, at least for most of us seasonal riders.
The fall’s cool crisp weather and spectacular color change of the leaves is in full effect. This is certainly a good time to take full advantage of the last couple of “official” club events.
On October 5th the Annual Dealer Poker Run
There was great turn out despite the impending rain forecast. For the early risers we met at Bob Evans in Willoughby to fuel up on breakfast grease. We then rendezvoused with the other daring
souls in New Philadelphia at Mathias BMW to try their luck on a five card hand. The next stops included Canton Motorcycle Club in Brewster, OH and All Seasons in Wooster. It wasn’t until leaving
Wooster did we start to see the rain drops. For some folks sadly it was enough to drop out of the
competition due to the precipitation and having cards with a low probability of winning. It was then
onto BMW Aurora and Sill’s BMW as the final destination. By then the rain had been constant but
not really heavy. It helped that the temperatures hovered around the 70s making the ride much
more bearable. So the final winner ended up being Sir Paul Koontz who was able to beat out a
three of a kind that Mr. Phil Nerandzic was confidently holding onto. By the way, I was quietly working on two different ways to make a straight. Oh well you can’t win‘em all.
October 12th the Ashtabula Covered bridge tour
We had about a dozen Beemer’s, a girl and her Ducati. Miss Sandy is our token female rider that
can keep up with the best of them. So we toured about dozen bridges. It started off brisk in the
morning but then turned out to actually be a warm and sunny day. Just about each bridge stop had
vendors with something offer, which made the stops more interesting and enjoyable. In between
each bridge stop we were also able to fit in two firehouse pictures for the MoCal competition. Although this was a late addition club ride it was one that was lead well by our trusty Road Captain
Pat Corrigan.
The month of November is the time we hold our annual club elections
I would like to thank all of you for the opportunity to serve as Club President. It has been a pleasure
to be involved with such a wonderful group of people. We are fortunate to have people working together and supporting one other to help make all of our events possible. My hope is that others will
look to play a supporting role in the future to keep this club strong, viable, fun and enjoyable for

years to come.

Warm regards,
Marcial

We are the BMW Motorcycle Owners of Cleveland!
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BMWMOC Calendar of Events
*visit www.bmwmoc.org (Calendar) for updated event information
The BMWMOC is Chartered Club #196 with both the BMWMOA and the BMWRA national organizations. The
BMWMOC is a Not-For-Profit Corporation of the Great State of Ohio consisting of about 145 riding enthusiasts
mostly in the Northeast Ohio Area. The Club is an active group with a common interest in BMW Motorcycles and
the people who ride them.

Directors Meeting
November 21, 2013
Marcial Ingal Residence
19892 Hilliard Blvd
Rocky River, OH

Membership Meeting
December 5th 2013
7:00:PM - 09:00:PM
Sills Motors Sales
1901 Brookpark Rd
Cleveland, OH

Membership Meeting
January 2, 2014
7:00:PM - 09:00:PM
BMW of Cleveland
7315 N. Aurora Rd
Aurora, OH

Holiday Party
January 11, 2014
Brennan’s Party Center
13000 Triskett Rd, Cleveland, OH

Membership Meeting
February 6, 2014
Location TBD

Winter Bowling Event
Date TBD
Location TBD

Additional Off-Season Activities
Date TBD
Location TBD
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What’s In Your tent?
By Judy Gau
BMWMOC Fall Oktoberfest at Whispering Hills Campground in Shreve, Ohio was a huge success this year.
Despite the pending storm approaching, a goodly crowd gathered on Friday afternoon and evening. A little
on the humid side with temps in the 80’s, but as evening arrived, a cool breeze with moderate winds, made
for an evening of enjoyment around the campfire despite lightening shows and thunder in the distance. We
were hoping the storms would pass us by.
Around 9pm Friday evening, our wishes were not granted. The storm approached producing some pretty
strong storms as well as high gusty winds. I know I put some extra tent stakes in the ground and glad I did.
The rain came in bucket full’s; not just one bucket but several. Those that had their tents open as well as
campers and trucks with their windows down, had to scurry faster than they probably planned to button up
the hatches when it arrived. Too late. The storms wrath was unmerciful Friday evening into Saturday.
Saturday morning the rains still continued. As everyone was waking up, and those that had been up all night,
told stories of sleeping in puddles, dripping water, soaked sleeping bags, and some awake trying to keep the
rain barriers contained.
I decided to survey all who were coming for coffee on their rain encounter the previous night. Guess when
you go to purchase your next tent, remember who stayed dry and who had to head to the Laundromat to dry
their belongings. LOL!
Most rain leaks it seemed came from seams around zippers. I can attest to this religiously! Camp Dry is on
my next shopping list.
Paul Koontz – Camper with garage attached, stayed dry, although Paul says he prefers the H method of
camping. Hilton, Hyatt, Hampton, Holiday Inn….. You get the picture here. Diane had to head back home
Friday evening to care for her horses. While just outside of Shreve, a deer ran into her truck. Diane was unhurt, thank goodness, but truck will need some extensive work.
Don Poremski – Don didn’t have a very good morning before heading to the rally. He totaled his R bike and
almost took off his arm trying to back his bike off a trailer that didn’t cooperate due to a faulty kick stand. His
newly purchased tent was a cistern and Don was literally soaked all night. He was soaked and headed home
in the early morning hours of Saturday. He did return later nice and dry with his wife Jean.
Judy Gau – I have been in quite a few storms of some magnitude with my little yellow Eureka, but she couldn’t stand up to the torrential downpours and winds. All of the rain entered thru the zipper seams on the rain
fly. Kept the rain contained inside
with clothing, worked great, only
a 1 dryer load to dry out.
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What’s In Your Tent (cont’d)
By Judy Gau
fly. Kept the rain contained inside with clothing, worked great, only a 1 dryer load to dry out.
George Lopez – Ozark Trail tent leaked profusely, even after he seam sealed last year. I do believe George
will be purchasing another tent and deep sixing the Ozark before the next campout if not already.
Mike Stroup – Catoma 2 up Motorcycle Tent. Stayed dry as can be. Way to go Mike.
Don Walker – Eureka 2XT stayed dry. I want your tent.
Marcial Ingal – North East Outfitters tent did not hold up to it’s guarantee to stay dry. He was also wet. And
next time you see Marcial, ask him about heading out in the worst of the storm to relieve him self. Now that’s
a story in itself. I can’t seem to get the visual out of my head.
OJ & Nancy Simpson – When I asked OJ what type of tent he had, his response was a “WET ONE”. Guess
you shouldn’t buy any tent that advertises as a wet one. Nancy was a tad upset, not just with the flood gates
opening up in their tent, but their air mattress deciding to self deflate and stay that way. Quick patch and trip
to the Laundromat later, and Nancy was dry and comfy. No sleeping in the car for this gal.
Mickey Skowronsky – Coleman tent, a little wet. Mickey could have been floating in his tent, and his laid
back response would be “a little wet”. I love Coleman tents.
Bob Gibb – Well what can I say, he slept in his truck. Glad you were warm and dry Bob.
Nancy & Phil had their camper and stayed nice and dry. Good thing as they were our chefs for the Oktoberfest. We wanted them well rested.
Nick Nerandzic – Not sure what type of tent he had, but leaked.
Turp Cobb – Camper. No leaks. Slept well. Bless him.
Chloe McClelland – Our Missy slept in the truck. She must have known what was coming. I always knew
this girl was smart.
Megan McClelland and son Henry – Jeep Rubicon tent stayed nice and dry.
Darwin McClelland – Sierra Design – Little wet, no big deal to him. He is the one who always has reservations at the Curbside Motel. Not this weekend though.
Joe & Gail Conway – Had reservations in their van. Stayed nice and dry.
Pat & Beth Corrigan – Big RED truck. Wet, wet, wet. Guess that happens when you leave the windows
open. Mary Beth had to do the Laundromat thing also.
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What’s In Your Tent (cont’d)
By Judy Gau
Curtin Olston, Mike Sivey, Roy Smith (Buckeye Beemer Guys who thought their rally was this weekend) all
stayed dry. Good for them. Now they will have to check the correct date for their other rally. We enjoyed
their company very much, hope they come back again.
Dave Smith – Sierra, 10 years old, dry as ever. His tent may have been dry, but Mickey and I had to wake
him up earlier than he expected to help pick up his bike. Guess the winds wanted it horizontal. No damage,
that was good. Another bike further down also went down, not sure whose it was.
Robin Moss – VERY BIG CAMPER TRAILER – The seas could have parted and nothing would have gotten
in, except, when you leave a window open the rains will find their way. Sorry about your purse full of water
Cheryl Fallis. Leather does dry in time.
If anyone else came with a wet/dry tent story, I was off to the showers and Laundromat. We gals sure had a
fun time hanging with the washers and dryers Saturday afternoon before we parted and shopped for waterproof boots. Good day was had by all.
The Club ride was as planned, rain or shine. Half a dozen or so were on the ride, those riding in full rain
gear. I understand they all had a great time, especially in the gardens with all
the flower ladies. You guys rock.
Dinner was as expected, SUPURB!!! Thanks again to Nancy and Diane for
food prep and cooking, and the guys with the brats on the grill. Door prizes,
raffle baskets and 50/50 is always a fun time. We better watch those Buckeye Beemers in the future, they really made out on the prizes. Johnnie Bova
Jr. won the 50/50. Way to go Johnny!
Saturday evening was pleasant around the campfire and most everyone was
dried out from the night before. A dozen or so of us hardy souls walked up to the Haunted House at the
campground pavilion. It was nicely done and scary for all the campers. Now if we could just get Marcial to
stop screaming like a girl.
If you were unable to attend this years Oktoberfest, you missed a good time despite the weather. Put it on
your calendar for next year. You won’t be disappointed.
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Rick’s Rendezvous Review
By Don Poremski
The New Year’s Eve pledge was to attend new motorcycle gatherings and ride interesting roads. The Adventure Riders organized a rally at the Black Bear Resort in Hampton TN for the third weekend in May. Eastern
Tennessee, close to Roan Mountain, the parkway, Shady Valley…it was a no-brainer, especially if some of
your better riding buddies were going to be there, too.
The venue was easy enough to find by interstates, 77S to 81S, off at either Bristol or Blountville, east
through Bluff City and Elizabethton to Hampton. Once you find Dennis Cove Road you’re almost there. What
you are presented with is one of the most curve-filled roads ever encountered; even more of a test than TN
85. At least that road has two full lanes. Overnight choices included cabins and camping, and a few RV
spots. That’s why registration took place so early and space was limited.
The organizing group was very friendly and due to the lateness of the hour and cloudy skies, dinner and
conversation were that first evening’s activities. Breakfast and dinner were provided Thursday through Sunday morning. That made it necessary to go out and ride some of the very alluring roads to find lunch. Our
group comes to this area often, so the discussion as to which roads to ride was brief. Time of departure was
set and a good night to all.
It was an ear plug night not just because of the proximity of snoring fellow campers. The revelry went on
well into the wee hours around a huge bonfire. This group is comprised of dual-sport riders as the majority.
No doubt tales of harrowing experiences added to the jocularity, that and a beer trailer dispensing four types
of beer on tap may have helped. It was doubtful that any hikers from the nearby Appalachian Trail were
tempted to join in. They may be a more serene type of camper.
Visual highlights included one camper strolling the grounds with a “booze bandolier”. Instead of ammo the
strap was loaded with a variety of small, individual serving liquors. He was a popular fellow. Someone else
mentioned the presence of “shine” but they must have been referring to the next morning when, if not bright
sunshine, we were rewarded with dry roads…for a while.
On Friday at a fuel stop, our group of four machines
attracted the notice of a V-Rod pilot and his passenger.
We exchanged pleasantries about each others rides and
he surprised us by asking if they might tag along with us.
He had told us that he was a local, so we assumed that
he knew what he was in for when we mentioned the high
points of that day’s route. He joined in at the middle of the
group and purported himself well until we got into the serious curves. Low ground clearance and short travel suspension had him showering sparks in both lefts and
rights, but mainly the lefts. We waited at major turns and
there were no complaints when we stopped for fuel or
food. That won begrudging approval from the rest of the
group. What surprised us was that at about the mid point
of the ride, he admitted he had no idea where he was and now had to stay with us until he found a familiar
road. Oh, those Yankees.
There was no rain for us during the ride, but we discovered that the resort had been hit hard while we were
gone. That set the tone for the rest of the evening and the entire next day. There was a suspicion that one of
the campers was “seeding the clouds” when a loud mortar report was heard.
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No, we were told. That was just to waken any of the campers who may have nodded off. The sky was saluted
with a few more fireworks, then it was back to serious bon-firing.
It could have been the Georgia Mountain Rally based on Saturday’s weather. Rain and more rain. That’s
not the way those local roads can be enjoyed to the fullest, so the group first hunkered down, than piled into a
support vehicle for a ride to lunch in Elizabethton. We saw a very strange vehicle on 19E and had to investigate. Call it a devil’s chariot or Satan sedan, the car was heavily modified and adorned with horns and pitchfork. You know that’s a photo op and so it was. There are plenty of churches throughout this area and we
wondered just what purpose this car sitting by the side of the road performed. Perhaps it was know thy enemy. Hmmm.
The group was slowly dispersing come Sunday morning,
but the weather reports showed a four-hour window for
some more apex strafing. The number of riders was down to
two, but the enjoyment level was no less than Friday’s and
included some of 421, “The Snake” out of Shady Valley.

There were some very serious riders, puck
equipped, also enjoying the area. Gee, how much
does one of those helmet-mount cameras cost? It
was too good to last and we were into rain gear
for the last twenty miles or so. The rationalization
is that donning and doffing rain gear is good practice. Grrr.

Monday included more rain, so staying any longer
seemed counterproductive. Load up and head for
home. Was it a good time? Yes, but that’s a small
“g”. It was wet both inside (beer) and outside
(rain), but no gathering of motorcycling enthusiasts
is ever dull. Thanks to the organizers and attendees.
Now, what’s next?
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It Was All Greek To Us!
By Paul Mitchell
Linda and I had planned to visit and ride in Greece in the fall of 2012 with Adriatic Moto Tours from Slovenia.
However, the news media reported rioting in Athens due to the fragile economic environment and the European Union’s stringent “bail out” requirements. At that time we opted for Plan “B” to explore Tuscany and
Provence.
We had previously met Matej (Matthew) Malovrh with some of his guides at the MOA Rally in Bloomsburg,
PA. and were impressed with their organization. Back in Ljubljana Slovenia, Martina (Matej’s spouse) handles the bookings and all communications with the potential tourers.
After verifying our Passports were valid for the trip and securing a new International Driver’s License from
AAA, we packed to the 50 pound (22 kg) limit and verified the weight with a handy digital pocket scale. I had
previously learned to board the aircraft with my riding boots and jacket to allow for other moto gear in the
checked bag. Of course, my backpack had a pair of comfortable shoes and the jacket was placed in the
overhead compartment. Linda suggested some zippered fabric packing cubes that organize, socks, T’s, undergarments, etc. since my packing and retrieving skills were not up to hers. Guess what? She was right!
I am learning! :)
Since this is probably the last of the “Award Points” trips, we were at the mercy of United and other carriers
(Lufthansa, Swiss Air and Air Canada) for the scheduling. No matter, because we had two days in the greater
Athens metro area to re-adjust to the seven-hour time difference and do the tourist thing before meeting the
rest of the riders. We previously booked a hotel not far from the airport and could see the Parthenon and
with it’s temples from the roof top terrace of our lodgings. The hotel was reasonably priced and included a full
breakfast.
After arrival, we settled in for a couple of days and started to explore the neighborhoods on foot. We were
within walking distance of the Parthenon and the Plaka but decided to do that the next morning. Our major
discovery was a fantastic bakery two blocks away with an array of sweets & ice creams beyond description.
Linda was so captivated by the Baklava and other treats
that she failed to notice the pianist providing the classical
music in the background. We later discovered that
Greek honey is a major small business enterprise and
saw many hives on our travels in a back country.
Outside the bakery we noticed a couple of Athens Moto
Officers that had parked their bikes on the wide sidewalk
and wondered if there was trouble. No, just break time, however they ride 2-up
on modified Yamaha “P” bikes in full gear and always have a partner bike with two additional officers! More
on their assistance later . . .
We searched for the hotel-recommended neighborhood restaurant for dinner but either the directions were
lacking or we just didn’t compare the flyer with the signage. We settled for a local taverna that featured Guinness! All of the restaurants have menus with choices in English as well as Greek but we asked the server
what she would recommend for our first meal in Greece. She brought out an array of appetizers and suggested a few of her favorite main courses. It was delicious and my misgivings about Greek cuisine disappeared! Since it was early by Greek standards (7 PM), we dined alone until the evening crowd started to seek
the night life of a Saturday night in Athens.
Exhausted after 22 hours of travel (Cleveland-Newark-Geneva-Athens) and a 7 hour time difference, sleep
came easily.
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It Was All Greek To US! (continued . . .)
On Saturday morning we visited the primary historical sites in Athens: Propylaea Gate entry to The Parthenon, The Temple of Athena Nike, the Plaka and the Roman Gate. The Acropolis is a craggy rock outcropping of over seven acres rising from the middle of now modern Athens. The Propylaea Gate, The Parthenon
and The Temple of Athena Nike are all on the Acropolis (Ακρόπολη Αθηνών-“edge of the city”). Many of

5th Century

21st Century

Athena Nike Temple

these structures were built during the 5th Century BC (495 – 429 BC).
After spending a number of hours visiting the sites we headed to the Plaka for lunch and tourist browsing.
Stopping on a path to ask another couple that were conversing in English for directions we discovered they
were on the same moto tour!! Madeleine and Brain introduced themselves as world tourers by motorcycles
being retired from the greater Toronto education profession. They each reserved a beemer for this adventure,
but had been traveling in Greece for some time
prior to starting the bike tour.
We parted and planned to meet again the next
afternoon in the coastal suburb of Glyfada to
check out our mounts. Ours was to be a 2013
R1200 RT. The rest of the afternoon was
spent touring the Plaka, visiting the Roman
Agoura, tourist shops and having another wonderful meal on a rooftop restaurant overlooking
the city.
That evening (Sunday) we were determined to find the neighborhood restaurant recommended by the hotel
desk clerk. We did, but found it closed and not at all like the advertising flyer from outward appearances. The
interior was intimate and I’m sure we missed a great dining experience. We were coaxed by a server to visit
his Italian restaurant and enjoyed pizza, pasta and Greek meatballs! As we walked back to our lodgings, we
noticed children playing basketball on a lighted court as well as skateboarding on the pedestrian promenades. Small shopkeepers were still open, one painting the interior for a fresh complimentary look for her apparel, a butcher shop receiving sides of beef for the Monday morning shoppers and a floral shop still open at
11 PM probably because the proprietor lived there. One taverna was still open with local musicians performing classical Greek ballads.
Mid morning we took a cab from Athens to the Oasis Hotel on the
coast. On the way we noticed a number of highway signs related to
the Athens Summer Olympiad of 2004. The day before, we missed
seeing the Olympic Torch procession through Athens for the 2014 winter games in Sochi Russia. It was part of a Marathon that we had to
cross on our way to the Acropolis. That was a bit tricky but we found a
space near the end!
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That evening we met the crew from Adriatic Moto Tours: Matej (Mateh), Matevz (Matoosch, another form of
Matthew) and Blaz (Bluush). Our tour group represented participants from three continents-Rosy & Eric
from Tasmania, Oz [down under], Madeleine & Brian from Canada, Abdulkarim (Karim) Karam from Kuwait
and completing the small group,Linda and me.
We made quick introductions and went out in the parking lot to see the Beemers that had been trailered (2days) from Slovenia. We then had an extensive safety and travel briefing by the pool with a few select
beverages, signed the required forms and received the registrations for the bikes in case there was a traffic
stop. Although all vehicles in the Euro zone countries have the traditional blue & white plates, there is a
country designation with registration in the owner’s homeland. We learned of Matej’s Dynamic Turn Post if
the group was going to turn from the main road. We
used it only once and I was DYNAMIC!
The next morning we were on the road to visit the
Temple of Posedion, God of the Sea at Cape

Sounion. Constructed around 440 BC, it is perched
atop a vantage point at the tip of the Attica peninsula.
Earlier as we left the congestion of Athens, we received
assistance from a moto patrol with sirens & blue lights flashing to get through traffic lights as a group!
From the mainland we crossed a modern suspension
bridge to the largest of Greece‘s isles-Evia. Greece is a
very mountanous country and we had more twisties and
technical riding on this trip than I‘ve ever experienced
before.Our
estination was Limni
Village and the Hotel
Vateria which is a
working olive, fruit
and vineyards farm.
Throughout Greece
we saw feral cats
and dogs. They
were skittish but not confrontational and did not go into buildings.
Dinner was on the village waterfront “al fresco“ as the sun set over the
Agean Sea. Next Stop was Meteora where monestaries are constructed on natural rock formations. You may
have seen the James Bond film “For Your Eyes Only!“ These structures were the locations where most of
the movie was shot. While touring the inside of one of the buildings I peered through a slot in the door and
was barely able to see what was inside until I flashed my camera and jumped back in suprise and fright!
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Not sure if these were the relics of “brothers” or remains of their enemies that often tried to unsuccessfully
storm the citadel! Later that evening we invited the group to our room for a taste of Ouzo which was purchased without the knowledge of the language except for that one word. That was an ice-breaker and we had
another great dinner 50 meters down the road.

The next days were filled with exciting roads with the usual challenges of mountain riding but compounded with additional hazards such as herds of sheep, goats, cattle and wild boar. One
cloud
burst
found
us in a
t a v erna
for a
h a l f
hour
while the front passed. Can’t imagine what it would been like riding! Over the next two weeks we experienced storybook landscapes, brilliant sunsets over the Aegean seascapes, historical sights like Delphi and the Temple to Apollo where mythology teaches us about the council
sought by leaders, businessmen and commoners from the Oracle who predicted the future; the original Olympic village where the Torch is still lit today for the modern games; boutique hotels and beach resorts and isolated mountain villages that depend on the tourist trade for survival, and mountaintop fortresses built by past
civilizations. Today Greece suffers from economic austerity, a population of only 11 million, political radicalism with tourism a major source of revenue. Over 60% of the population live in the few major cities, the remaining trying to survive with an agri-economy producing olives, honey, cotton, wheat, and a few other crops
that are farmed on the craggy mountain slopes. Hopefully, the $9 gallon fuel costs contributed to economic
recovery. Nonetheless, we met new friends and had a great adventure with www.adriaticmototours.com
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Ya gotta click on the link!
Almost any book about engine rebuilding
says, over and over again, "Tag your
hoses and lines, and take pictures!" It's
good advice. No one wants to forget how
things go back together and end up with a
pile of extra nuts and bolts.
A 28-year-old Triumph enthusiast from the
U.K. took his reference photos a step further.
11 Months, 3000 Pictures And A Lot Of
Coffee Later . . .
http://www.wimp.com/monthspictures

(Paraphrasing from the October ON article “The Tipping Point”.)
How do I get my club to change?
Don’t just suggest, Volunteer! Don’t just
criticize the leadership, step up and Lead!
Make sure others get the same recognition for their hard work you would want.
In short, become the change you want to
see in your club. It’s all too easy to blame
others if your club is not what you think it
should be. The reality is that your club is
exactly what you make it and there’s no
one to blame but yourself if it’s NOT.
The more you put INTO your club, the
more you’ll get out of it.
Get involved, participate, volunteer, BE
the change you want to see.
Roger P
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